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supreme: pizza empire is an excellent restaurant
business simulation game. all you need is your

appetite. choose from a variety of different pizzas to
deliver. each pizza is available in a different style
and/or toppings. please select the pizza style and

toppings from the dropdown menu. the game allows
you to develop and manage your own franchise. you
may start your own pizza business. please select the

type of pizza you wish to sell. choose the location
you wish to sell your pizza. also, please select the

toppings from the dropdown menu. all the elements
that people love about pizza are still there. it has

always been delicious and that has remained true.
its as quick as any other pizza and in this

environment, thats what people want. it is delicious
and its convenient, which is important to our

customers, said dineen. supreme added that the
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company is also expanding its menu. it is also
expanding its delivery options. if you are looking for
a great pizza experience, look no further, supreme
said. youll find the best pizza in the area. supreme
says its mission is to provide quality service with
fresh, delicious pizza. to do that, it is striving to
deliver more pizza and do more delivery in more

markets. in new york city, supreme said it delivers
approximately 3,000 pizzas a week. gullapalli sees

consumers as the centerpiece of all their innovation
and the future of the industry is about customer
experience. ceo justine gullapalli says it's about

creating an experience that is unlike any other, and
this is about the customer and their needs and
wants. you can't have the chef-driven, gourmet
experience without having customer-focused

operations, and vice versa.
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“our franchisees have all worked incredibly hard,
and it is a great honor to see the results of their

hard work and the company's continued success.
with the team at mike and ike, we believe the future

of pizza is even brighter.” justine gullapalli, ceo,
mike and ike gourmet pizza “dana and i are thrilled

to partner with mike and ike, a company with a
proud history and an incredible reputation in the
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foodservice industry,” said mike and ike gourmet
pizza owner darrell bixby. “we are confident the

expertise and resources of the mike and ike
organization will help us continue our growth in new

york.” mr bixby is also currently ceo of the newly
founded bixby family restaurants. the company

owns 20 supermarkets and 18 quick-service
restaurants. including the mike and ike gourmet

pizza, which has been around since 1982 and has
more than 50 locations. mr bixby is also the founder

and chairman of the american commercial baking
association, and was a founding member of the

national restaurant association. he also serves as
president of the northeast association of

foodservice. he also served as chairman of the
board of directors at the national restaurant
association. “the mike and ike gourmet pizza

location at 50 state street in rochester, ny, is an
excellent example of the incredible growth the

franchise has experienced in the region,” said brad
mccloskey, mike and ike gourmet pizza franchise

development manager. “i am excited to partner with
the team at mike and ike to continue to grow the
brand in the region.” we love our employees who

are why we can serve you our mouth-watering food
everyday. our employees are passionate about
making our customers happy. that's why we're
committed to doing what it takes to earn your
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business every day. each pizza hut location is locally
owned and operated and all our employees are
dedicated to making sure every customer feels

cared for. our pizzerias are filled with the smiling
faces of people who genuinely care about making

you feel welcome, and making sure you have a
great time. 5ec8ef588b
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